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STOHEAD 

Born in 1973 in Schwäbisch Hall (Germany)

Lives and works in Berlin

Stohead started tagging and painting his first pieces in 1989. As a classic graffiti writer 
he lived in various cities all over the world with a longer stay in Hamburg. In 1999 he 
joined the artist group «getting-up» with who he realised some of the biggest graffiti mu-
rals and exhibitions in the early stages of the new century. At that time he also started 
his studio work which brought him to work as a gallery artist and freelance illustrator. 
Stohead’ s art refers to a very puristic form of graffiti, tagging and throw ups. As a highly 
visible writing form on walls in most urban surroundings for the artist graffiti writing re-
presents a strongly influential form of contemporary calligraphy.

Stohead entered the art world in 1999. 
He was already painting for more than 
ten years and, sharpening his calligra-
phy with markers, brushes or spray paint 
on canvas, he felt the need to show his 
studio work to the public. 

Since then, Stohead took part in many 
exhibitions all over the world and he is 
now known as a major Calligraffiti artist 
(the invention of this term is sometimes 
attributed to him as it can be attributed 
to Niels ‘Shoe’ Meulman). Recently, 
Stohead’s work has been exhibited in 
Berlin, Cologne or Bursins and in March 
2014, the exhibition NOW will be the 
german’s second solo show in Paris.
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NOW 

Sometimes it is just the blink of an eye, 
the short moment - the NOW - that allows 
you to recognize and be touched by a cer-
tain state which is subject to ephemera-
lity.

Capturing these moments like a highspeed 
camera, freezing this state of mind and
making it durably visible - this is the to-
pic of the new paintings by Stohead / 
Christoph Hässler. The dancing letters of 
his urban calligraphy dissolve into hazy 
structures or are born out of them. In the 
play with the organic, brightly colored 
structures they appear in a multi layered 
context.

TRUE, acrylic on canvas, 100 x 140 cm, 2014
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